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Information theory provides a quantitative conceptual

framework for understanding the flow of information

from the world into and through brains. It focuses our

attention on the sets of possible messages a brain's

anatomy and physiology enable it to receive. The

meanings of the messages arise from the inferences

licensed by the brain's processing of them. Different

meanings arise at different levels because different rep-

resentations of the input license different inferences.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Shea (2018) presents and defends a version of what has emerged over the past few decades as the
standard account of representation in the cognitive sciences, an account that I endorse: A representa-
tion is a homomorphic mapping between a represented system and a representing system, whose
function is to enable the representing system to act effectively on and within the represented system.

A representing system has two essential components: (a) machinery for the rule-governed
manipulation of symbols and (b) machinery for establishing the external referents of some of
the symbols. The bit patterns in the memory of a computer are examples of symbols. The logical
and arithmetic operations hard-wired into the processing unit(s) of a computer are an example
of machinery for the rule-governed manipulation of symbols. The transducers that map from
quantities in the world to bit patterns in computer memory are examples of reference-
establishing machinery. The actions directed by a process-control computer in and on its envi-
ronment depend on both the mapping from aspects of that environment to the symbols in its
memory and on its manipulation of those symbols by its symbol-processing machinery. In order
for those actions to have appropriate effects, the symbolic manipulations must be homomorphic
to the relevant aspects of the environment (have the same mathematical form). The relevant
aspects are determined by the mappings implemented by the transducers and multiple stages of
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posttransduction signal processing. The manipulations performed on the symbols must make
sense given those referents.

Before we were surrounded by process-control computers, it was sometimes claimed that
computers did not really represent anything; our impression that they did so depended on our
assigning meaning to the bit patterns (Searle, 1980). The emergence of autonomous process-
control computers going about what used to be our business without our intervention should
put this canard to rest. I do not think we want to insist that a driverless car ferrying us around
San Francisco does not really represent the locations of the pedestrians and their likely move-
ments. It avoids collisions with them under a wide variety of challenging circumstances even
though we do not mediate between the computer, where the representation resides, and the
steering, brake, and accelerator, where its effects are observed.

The concept of a representation along the lines just sketched is central to any understanding of
how most modern machinery works—down to the level of the toaster. That fact seems to me to nat-
uralize representation. It is no more inescapably mentalistic than energy or mass. The concept is also
central to how many contemporary cognitive scientists and neuroscientists think about how brains
work. To claim that the brain of the frog does not represent the location of the object at which it is
about to strike seems to me perverse because I do not believe that it is possible to construct a
machine that does what the frog does without building in a component whose function is to repre-
sent the location of the target. In the frog, we even know where that component is; it is in the optic
tectum. We even have a pretty good story about how the location of the target is computed and how
it is represented by the firing of neurons in the optic tectum (Gallistel, 1999; Sparks, 1988).

2 | INFORMATION

Shea mentions Shannon's theory of information. However, like many of his philosophical pre-
decessors (e.g., Dennett, 1986; Dretske, 1981), he makes no use of Shannon's conceptual frame-
work. He does not use it because he is centrally concerned with semantics—what information-
carrying symbols mean, what they are about, what their content is—and Shannon (1948) begins
with the observation that the meanings of messages are irrelevant to understanding their com-
munication. The theory of information that emerges from Shannon's penetrating analysis,
therefore, says nothing about the meanings of messages. However, in what follows, I argue that
an understanding of what messages mean must flow from an understanding of the implications
of Shannon's analysis of communication.

2.1 | Mutual information instead of correlational information

Shea's treatment of information has two aspects: correlational information and unmediated
explanatory information. The latter is correlational information that plays a directly causal role
in the generation of a behavior. Correlational information is said to give rise to content. Shea
takes a stab at formalizing correlational information in terms of the difference between a condi-
tional probability and an unconditional probability, but he does not build on this. If he tried to
build on it, he would discover hard-to-surmount conceptual and technical difficulties in apply-
ing a correlation, mathematically defined, to events that unfold asynchronously in real time.

The first difficulty with correlation is that Pearson's r cannot be computed for dichotomous
variables. One has to compute Phi, Pearson's coefficient of correlation. Computing Phi requires
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constructing a contingency table. That brings in the second conceptual difficulty, which is that
the numbers which go into a contingency table—hence the obtained values of Phi—depend on
an arbitrary theorist-imposed discretization of the flow of time (Gallistel, Craig & Shahan, 2014,
2019; Gibbon, Berryman & Thompson, 1974; Hallam, Grahame & Miller, 1992; Hammond,
1980). Thus, correlational information is not well defined.

Shea's account would be strengthened by replacing correlational information with Shannon's
mutual information. Mutual information is the information shared between two variables. It tells
us how much information about the value of one variable may be gained from knowing the value
of the other. Measuring/computing mutual information does not require discretizing the flow of
time, and it does not assume a form for the relation between the variables (Cover & Thomas,
1991; Kinney & Atwal, 2014). It is an intuitive, generally applicable measure of how much can be
learned about a remote (distal) variable by processing a more proximal variable that carries infor-
mation about it (for a detailed treatment of its computation and use in understanding neural
communication within a brain, see Rieke, Warland, de Ruyter van Steveninck & Bialek, 1997).

2.2 | Source, signal, and receiver

More generally, we can build a clearer, more intuitive, quantitative, and scientifically useful
theory if we build on Shannon's foundations. Shannon's analysis identifies three key quantities
in the flow of information from the world into the brain: the information available from a
source, the mutual information between that source and information-bearing signals that derive
from the source and impinge on sensory receptors, and the communicated information—that is,
the information extracted from those signals by the receiver. The information available from a
source sets the upper limit on how much it is possible for a receiver to learn about that source.
The mutual information between source and signal sets the upper limit on how much the
receiver can learn about that source from that signal. The communicated information is how
much information the receiver in fact extracts from the signal.

When applied to the flow of information from the world into brains, the brain is Shannon's
receiver. On closer consideration, a brain is a sequence of receivers and sources because the
proximal stimulus—the world variable (e.g., light pattern, sound pattern) that acts on sensory
receptors—generates signals in sensory receptors that then pass through a sequence of interpre-
tive stages of neural processing. Each stage is a receiver of the signals from the preceding stage
and the source of the signals it sends to succeeding stages.

2.3 | Sets of possible messages

The most important aspect of Shannon's analysis for our understanding of how meanings arise
in brains is the starting point of his analysis: the assumption that there is a set of possible mes-
sages. This assumption is foundational: In the absence of a set of possible messages, information
is undefined because information is the average surprisal of a message in that set, where the
surprisal of the ith message is log(1/pi). The less probable a message is, the more surprising it is
because log(1/pi) goes to infinity as pi goes to 0. The average surprisal is the entropy of the dis-
tribution of probabilities on that set.

When we apply Shannon's conceptual framework to the flow of information from the world
into the brain, the first and most basic question is: What determines the set of possible
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messages? The world is indifferent to the informational requirements of a brain. It is the brain
that needs information from the world to program effective actions in and on it. Thus, it is the
brain that stipulates what the possible messages are; they are all and only the messages it is
equipped to receive. What I find missing from Shea's analysis is the insight this simple fact pro-
vides regarding the fundamental role of the brain in creating meaning. A brain creates meaning
when it sets up an apparatus for receiving and processing information about an aspect of the
experienced world.

The meaning of a message arises from: (a) which message it maps to within a brain-
stipulated set of possible messages, and (b) the computational operations that the brain has
stipulated are applicable to the messages in that set. Together, these determine the (possibly
infinite) set of inferences that the brain may draw from a message. In stipulating the sets of
possible messages, the brain sets up the loci at which the meanings of messages arise. The
genetic program underlying brain development does the stipulations necessary to get the brain's
many representational systems up and running.

In this story, the set of potential inferences that the brain may draw from a message is the
meaning of the message. These inferences need not be truth preserving. However, if the infer-
ences actually drawn are often or always not truth preserving, the representation will be a very
poor one. It will more often misrepresent than represent the reality within and on which the
brain acts. A common consequence of systematic misrepresentation in a brain is that it ceases
to rely on the malfunctioning representation (Gallistel, 2012).

3 | EXAMPLE 1: THE SEQUENCE OF MEANINGS IN THE
INTERPRETATION OF THE DANCE

At several points, Shea discusses the dance of the returned honeybee forager. This fascinating
and much studied phenomenon provides an excellent example for illustrating both mutual
information and for my account of how a sequence of different meanings arise as signals pass
to successive interpretive stages in a brain—in this case, a small brain (the honeybee brain has
about 1,000,000 neurons, which is, by some estimates, only 50% more than the number of neu-
rons in one voxel of a human fMRI).

A forager bee returning from a good source of nectar runs a repeated figure-eight pattern on
the vertical surface inside the hive—in the dark, out of sight of the sun. The angle of the eight's
tilt away from the vertical approximately equals the current solar bearing of the source from the
hive. In the segment of the eight where the two circles superpose, the dancing bee makes the
waggle run. The angle of this run relative to vertical is the tilt of the eight. The duration of the
waggle run is approximately proportional to the range of the source from the hive. Thus, this
signal comes in polar form: The parameters of the dance specify the bearing and range (or in
less technical language, the direction and distance) of the nectar source in a solar frame of refer-
ence (i.e., the bearings are specified relative to the sun's azimuth). The mutual information
between the dance parameters and the current solar bearing and range of the source depends
on the scatter plots relating the angle and duration of the dance to the current solar bearing
and range of the source. By analyzing scatter plots of the parameters of repeated waggle runs
(gravitational angle and duration) versus the known bearing and range of the source, Schürch
and Ratnieks (2015) find that there are approximately three bits of mutual information between
the angle of the waggle run and the solar bearing of the source and approximately four bits
between the duration of the waggle run and the range of the source.
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The relevant neural signals, the signals generated in the sensory neurons of dance followers
by proximal stimuli during a waggle run, are not a simple reflection of the angle of the waggle
runs observed. Judging by recent evidence from Drosophila (Kamikouchi et al., 2009; Sun et al.,
2009), the sensing of the direction of the gravitational pull depends on mechanoreceptor (strain
sensitive) organs, which are specialized for that purpose and located in the antennae. Antennae
are highly mobile. The direction of gravitational pull on the sensing organ depends on how the
antenna is oriented, not on how the bee itself is oriented. The two antennae generally have dif-
ferent orientations at any given moment, neither of which corresponds to the gravitational
angle of the dance attendant itself. Thus, extracting the bee's orientation to gravity from the sig-
nals generated in the organ for sensing the direction of gravitational pull is already a nontrivial
computational problem. There is probably an early stage of sensory processing devoted to solv-
ing just that problem.

Sensing the gravitational direction plays a role in a great many different aspects of insect behav-
ior, so the meaning of the representation of the relevant sensory input at the initial stage of sensory
processing has nothing specifically to do with the angle of the waggle run relative to hive vertical,
let alone with the solar bearing of the nectar source. That is why it is wrong to assign high-level
meanings to low-level sensory processing stages (see Shea, Section 6.2 on Indeterminacy).

The relation of proximal stimuli and the sensory signals they produce to a property of the
distal world is almost always complex. A complex relation between a signal and its import is
characteristic of modern communication systems. This complexity is even greater when it
comes to the one-sided communication between the inanimate world and a brain. That is why
“Computation is communication limited and communication is computation limited” (Cover &
Thomas, 1991, p. 4). Truer words were never written. The relevance of this fact to a philosophi-
cal understanding of representation in brains is that, when we delve into what the brain actu-
ally has to do in order to get information in a useable form, we come to see how meaning is
created by the computations required to put the information in that form.

Because the flow of information from the world into the brain requires extensive and com-
plex computation simply to describe in a useful way the signals created by proximal stimuli in
sensory neurons, the meanings of the messages in early stages of sensory processing are gener-
ally to be understood in terms of technical and abstruse characterizations of proximal stimulus
configurations as, for example, when neurons in V1 are understood as spatiotemporal Gabor fil-
ters. The utility of the low-level descriptions of proximal stimuli computed at the initial stages
of sensory processing resides in the manner in which they facilitate the computation of higher-
level, more intuitively intelligible meanings, the meanings that refer to behaviorally relevant
properties of the distal stimuli.

I assume that it is these higher-level messages that Shea has in mind when he speaks of
unmediated explanatory information. However, because he treats correlational information as a
brain-independent fact about the relation between source variables and signal variables and
because he treats unmediated explanatory information as correlational information, his analysis
tends to make one think that the world forces its messages on a passive brain. This does not put
the focus where it belongs, which is on the brain itself.

3.1 | The limits on the amount of information available

One does not, for example, take away from Shea's analysis the fact that it is the brain, not the
world, that sets an upper limit on the amount of information that the brain can obtain from a
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source. The amount of information it can, in principle, obtain about a quantitative variable,
such as the gravitational angle of a waggle run, is determined by the precision and dynamic
range of its representation because a probability distribution is defined only over the number of
distinguishable possibilities in the support for the distribution.

The precision with which a brain represents a quantity is the inverse of the Weber fraction,
denoted w, which is the standard deviation of the variation in the representation divided by the
mean. On the assumption that the brain scales the dynamic range of its measurement apparatus
to whatever is required in a given context and the further assumption that the mean is near the
middle of that dynamic range, the number of distinguishable values in the brain's representa-
tion of a quantity is 2/w. This number sets the upper limit on how much information the brain
can have about the value of a sensory variable because the maximum possible entropy for a dis-
tribution over n possibilities is logn.

Weber fractions for abstract quantities such as direction, distance, and duration generally
fall between .06 and .25, which implies somewhere between 32 and 8 distinguishable possibili-
ties. This range of distinguishable possibilities translates into between five and three bits of
information, respectively, when all possibilities are equally probable. Thus, if the brain sets up a
memory buffer for storing the angle of an observed waggle run and gives that buffer a three-bit
capacity, the maximum amount of information it can retain about the bearing of a nectar
source from observing a waggle run is three bits. If it sets up another buffer for storing the dura-
tion of a waggle run and gives that buffer a four-bit capacity, then the maximum amount of
information it can retain about the range of a source from observing a waggle run is four bits.

Buffers with those capacities make sense given the results of Schürch and Ratnieks (2015)
computations of the mutual information between the bearing and range of nectar sources and
the angles and durations of the waggle runs of foragers returned from those sources. There is
no point in implicitly assuming that you have more information about a behavior-relevant
quantity than your method of measuring it permits you to have. Indeed, it is dangerous to do so
(Gallistel, 2017). Well-designed systems avoid doing so, and brains are well-designed systems.

3.2 | Levels of meaning

I take it that, what Shea calls, “unmediated explanatory information” is a message whose mean-
ing determines some aspect of an action. How to determine what those meanings are is an
empirical question. In the case of the bee dance, it is one for which we have relevant experi-
mental results. They suggest that Shea underestimates the level of abstraction at which observ-
ing a dance influences the subsequent behavior of a bee forager. I draw this conclusion from
the size and scope of the inferences that foragers have been shown to draw from the dances
they have observed.

Superficially, the dance indicates the current solar bearing and range of the source. Shea
interprets these indications as flying instructions: Fly with the sun 20� on your left. von Frisch
(1967) already understood that this was not the meaning of the dance message. If it were, it
would be of little use because the sun's azimuth changes by more than 40� during an hour at
midday in summer in Germany. Thus, if interpreted as flying instructions, the dance would lead
other foragers astray in short order.

However, one of the first things a new forager learns is the solar ephemeris, the position of
the sun relative to the local terrain, as a function of the time of day, as indicated on its circadian
clock (Gallistel, 1998). The stored solar ephemeris, together with the time-of-day signal from
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the circadian clock, enables the bee brain to add the angle of the waggle run to the sun's azi-
muth at the time the dance is observed. This simple computation yields the compass bearing of
the source from the hive, its bearing in a frame of reference established by the local landscape,
not by the sun. The change in meaning—the increase in the level of abstraction at which the
meaning is appropriately described—broadens the scope of the inferences that may be drawn
from it. The solar bearing is only useful for a few minutes after it is communicated; the compass
bearing is useful all day long. Given it and the current azimuth of the sun (from the stored
ephemeris function), the brain may compute how to fly relative to the sun in order to arrive at
the source at any time of day.

A message that conveys a compass bearing and a range may be interpreted/described in two
different ways: (a) as the rhumb line from the hive to the source—a flying instruction, a
description of a location in terms of what you have to do to get there from the hive, and (b) as
specifying the location of the source relative to the hive—its map coordinates; hence, its rela-
tion to everything else on the map. These are examples of two different descriptions with the
same referent but different meanings. Both descriptions use two-element vectors—strings com-
posed of two numbers—but the numbers in these strings have different referents. The rhumb
line numbers describe a destination in polar coordinates; the first number in the string refers to
the compass direction, and the second refers to the length of the line segment connecting the
start to the destination. These numbers are directly useful (unmediatedly explanatory) only for
flight-control actions originating at the hive. The map coordinates describe the source location
in Cartesian coordinates; the first number refers to the directed (signed) distance of the source
location to the north or south of the hive; the second refers to the directed distance to the east
or west. The Cartesian description is directly useful for dead reckoning, map construction, and
course planning because Cartesian coordinates combine additively. Given that the range and
bearing of Oxford from London is 83 km 289�, and the range and bearing of Cambridge from
Oxford is 93 km 57�, you have to first convert to map coordinates to get the north–south and
east–west differences between Cambridge and London—and then convert these differences to
polar form to get the bearing and range of London from Cambridge. Therefore, for preserving
locational information on a map, the Cartesian description is more useful. It is a higher-level
description from which a lower-level description may be computed whenever necessary. It
directly licenses a broader range of inferences.

A recent experiment by Randolf Menzel's group showed that bees extract map coordinates
from the dances they witness and use them for route planning (Menzel et al., 2011). They
trained two platoons of individually labeled bees to two different feeding locations (Figure 1).
Through the analysis of an in-hive video tape, they knew that the platoon trained to the FT30�

site in Figure 1 had repeatedly observed the dances of the bees in the platoon trained to the
FD30� site.

The day after these dance observations, the first platoon found no nectar when they arrived
at the FT30� site. Figure 1 shows the flight made by two of these disappointed bees on leaving
FT30�. One set a course more or less straight to the FD30� location, which it knew about only
by hearsay (red trajectory). The other started back to the hive, but after it had flown a couple of
hundred meters on that course, it changed its mind and set a course from where it then was
directly to the FD30� location (cyan trajectory). This latter flight is even more important in its
implications than the first. It shows that bees can set a course to a known location of motiva-
tional interest from any arbitrary location on their map. They can do this even when the coordi-
nates of the destination are known only by hearsay and the location from which the course is
set is where the bee happened to find itself when it changed its mind about where it wanted to
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go. The number of different possible locations within the several square kilometers over which
a bee forages is, for practical purposes, infinite and so, therefore, is the set of courses it can set.
Thus, the number of different inferences that may be drawn from a single dance message, when
coded as map coordinates, is indefinitely large.

Results from two other experiments expand still further the range of inferences to which a
message conveyed by the dance may contribute (Gould & Gould, 1995; Tautz et al., 2004; but
see Wray, Klein, Mattila & Seeley, 2008). These results, if confirmed by further work, imply
that, before deciding to follow the flight instructions provided by a dance, the receiver of the
information consults its map to see whether there is a reasonable prior probability of a nectar
source at the location specified by a dance. In both of these experiments, the feeding station
was placed on a small boat and moved out into a small lake in small stages so that the platoon
of foragers trained to that station continued to visit it even when it was in the middle of the
lake. In both cases, the experimenters observed that, when the station was in the middle of the
lake, the dances of that platoon ceased to recruit additional foragers. In one case, as the boat
approached a small island, recruits reappeared—but at the point on the island shore nearest to
the boat, not at the boat itself. The recruited bees reinterpreted the meaning of the message on
the basis of other information on their map.

3.3 | Differing homomorphisms

The sets of messages with navigational import are vector spaces with different formal proper-
ties. Bearings are points in a one-dimensional circular vector space, the space occupied by
points on a unit circle centered on the navigator. Ranges are points in a one-dimensional unipo-
lar linear vector space. Locations are points in a vector space with two bipolar dimensions. In
every case, however, the messages (points) in these spaces may be represented by strings com-
posed of either just one number or of two numbers, depending on the dimensionality of the
space. Moreover, it is possible to devise forms for the numbers themselves that facilitate the
computational operations by which the meanings of those messages—the meanings of the vec-
tor symbols—arise.

FIGURE 1 Radar tracks of the flights

of two disappointed bees who arrived at

their habitual feeding source (FT30�) after
observing the dances the previous day of

bees foraging at another site (FD30�) only to
discover that their habitual site had no

nectar. The dashed green lines are the

rhumb lines from the hive to the two sites

(From Menzel et al., 2011, used by

permission of the author and publisher). See

the online version for a colour figure
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Addition is fundamental to all of the navigationally relevant meanings considered. How-
ever, in the case of bearings, the addition must be homomorphic to the combining of directed
(signed) angular distances on the unit circle. In the case of locations, on the other hand, it must
be homomorphic to the linear addition of directed distances. Gallistel (2017) explains how both
are accomplished in computers that use the two's complement fixed-point binary incarnation of
the rational numbers. The two's complement incarnation enables the machine to use the same
addition machinery that works for unipolar (unsigned) numbers to add signed numbers. For
linear addition, the system keeps the carry digit, if any, that is generated by the addition of left-
most (most significant) binary digits. For circular addition, it drops the carry digit, in which
case addition maps all possible pairs of n-bit number symbols back into the set of n-bit number
symbols in a way that is homomorphic to the way that directed angles combine. These formal
aspects of symbol-manipulating machinery underscore the point that the meanings of symbols
arise from their referents, from the formal characteristics of the symbols themselves (Aristotle's
formal cause), and from how the symbols are processed. The physical form of the symbols and
the way in which that form interacts with the physical form of the computational machinery
must together be such that the results of a computation are homomorphic to the properties of
the world to which the symbols are assigned referents by the reference-assigning machinery.
The complexity of the preceding sentence is an indication of why it has been hard to under-
stand how meanings arise in physically realized representational systems. It is not easy to
explain how and why a symbol in such a system comes to carry information about something
out there in the world because the answer requires considering four things: the referent, the
form of the symbol, how that form is processed, and how the referent and the processing are
related (the nature of the homomorphism).

4 | EXAMPLE 2: COLOR

4.1 | The ubiquity of vector space representations in brains

Vector spaces are natural when it comes to representing the spatial aspects of the world, and
the historical development of vector algebra and matrices is rooted in the numerical representa-
tion of geometric truths. However, this form of representation—vector spaces as sets of
messages—has spread far beyond geometry. It is difficult to exaggerate the importance of vector
spaces and the operations defined on them in the operation of computing machines. It is
becoming increasingly clear that brains also represent many nongeometric facts about behavior-
ally important aspects of the world as points in vector spaces (Theves, Fernandez & Doeller,
2019), facts such as odors (Stevens, 2015, 2016), faces (Chang & Tsao, 2017; Stevens, 2018), and
colors (Chang, Bao & Tsao, 2017). The extraordinary potential of this form of representation
became manifest long ago in the evolution of brains.

4.2 | Source statistics and efficient encodings

Spectral differences are represented in a vector space with three bipolar dimensions
(Cornsweet, 1970). Because spectra are infinite dimensional and unipolar, there seems to be a
disconnect between the formal properties of the referents (spectra) and the computational prop-
erties of the messages into which they map (color sensations). Reducing an infinite-dimensional
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input space—the space of all possible visible spectra—to a three-dimensional color space
involves a radical loss of information because an infinity of different spectra map to any given
location in color space (different spectra that produce the same color sensation are called
metamers).

Shannon comes to our aid in understanding this seemingly profligate waste of spectral infor-
mation. He stressed that an efficient communication system must be tuned to the statistics of
the source. The source of most spectra in our environment are the surfaces off which ambient
light reflects. The reflectance spectra of surfaces have huge internal covariances, that is, the
amount of light reflected at one wavelength strongly predicts the amount reflected at neighbor-
ing wavelengths. The redundancy among the intensities of nearby components in a reflectance
spectrum greatly reduces the amount of information actually available from real-world
reflecting surfaces. It appears that, when this redundancy is taken into account, the three-
dimensional color space captures a large part of the information available about differences in
spectral reflectance profiles in the natural environment (Boker, 1997; Maloney, 2003). Again,
the brain appears to stipulate an efficient encoding of possible messages about the spectral
reflectance statistics of the world in which it operates, as Shannon's analysis would lead us to
expect.

The focus on efficient encodings of the information actually available may also help us
understand why the axes of the brain's representation of color are bipolar (signed, like north/
south and east/west). Spectral points are unipolar; there is no such thing as a negative intensity
at any wavelength of light. If the brain is focused on the spectral profiles that are common in
the natural world, then those profiles may well be mutually exclusive: The existence of one pro-
file precludes the existence of another profile that is its inverse (low where it is high and high
where it is low).

Profiles do not, however, have direction and distance. Thus, although the brain's computa-
tional apparatus could compute the direction of one color from another and/or the distance—
the bearing and range of yellow from green—it does not do so because there is no useful global
homomorphism between these properties of the message space and the real-world attributes to
which the messages refer.

The brain does compute bearings and ranges for spatial locations, and people have con-
scious access to the results and a feeling of necessary truth. If you ask people why you cannot
go both north and south at the same time, they will say that it is because they are opposing
directions. (And most will think it a stupid question.) If you ask people why there are blue-
greens and purples—mixtures of blue and green or blue and red, perceived as such—but there
are no yellow-blues, they are baffled. The answer is the same as for the north–south case—
yellow and blue are opposite ends of the same axis in the brain's representation—but that part
of the formal system is not used in computations on color messages. I consider this further evi-
dence that meanings arise from a combination of the referents of symbols and the referent-
appropriate computational operations defined on those symbols, the operations that produce
appropriate inferences.

5 | CONCLUSION

The brain creates meanings when it creates the sets of possible messages without which infor-
mation cannot flow from the world into the brain. Each such creation involves (a) the setting
up of the set of possible symbols for those messages and the sensory and computational
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mechanisms that establish reference between aspects of the world and symbols in that set and
(b) the specification of the computational operations appropriate for messages in that set.
Together, these establish the inferences that may be drawn from a message. The meaning sim-
ply is the set of inferences that may be drawn. These inferences do not necessarily preserve con-
sciously apprehended truth.
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